
ENVIRONMENTAL & ENGINEERING GEOSCIENCE E&EG has two 
editors—one appointed by AEG and one appointed by GSA. The GSA-
appointed co-editor is primarily responsible for handling manuscripts that 
include environment-focused topics, such as groundwater contamination, 
landform studies, mining impacts, site evaluation, and environmental 
quality. Therefore, it is benefi cial for the co-editor to have expertise in one 
or more of these geoscience subdisciplines: hydrogeology, low-T geo-
chemistry, geomorphology, and/or environmental geophysics.

INTERESTED? 
Please submit a curriculum vitae and a letter describing why you are suited for the position. 
To nominate another, submit a nomination letter and the person’s written permission and 
CV. Send nominations, applications, or questions to Jeanette Hammann, jhammann@
geosociety.org, GSA Publications, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301, USA. Editors work 
out of their current locations at work or at home. GSA provides an annual stipend and 
funds for offi ce expenses. Nominations or applications received by 10 October 2014 will 
be given fi rst consideration.

A SUCCESSFUL EDITOR 
WILL HAVE
}  a broad interest and experience in 

geosciences, including familiarity 
with new trends;

}  international recognition and 
familiarity with many geoscientists 
and their work;

}  a progressive attitude and a 
willingness to take risks and 
encourage innovation;

}  experience with online manuscript 
systems and the ability to make 
timely decisions; and

}  a sense of perspective and humor.

CALL FOR APPLICATIONSCALL FOR APPLICATIONS

Co-Editor } 1 position

GSA is soliciting applications and nominations for a science co-editor for Environmental & Engineering Geoscience, co-published by GSA 
and the Association of Environmental and Engineering Geologists. The four-year term begins as early as 1 January 2015. (This is negotiable.) 
Duties include: ensuring stringent peer review and expeditious processing of manuscripts; making fi nal acceptance or rejection decisions 
after considering recommendations of reviewers; maintaining excellent journal content through active solicitation of diverse and defi nitive 
manuscripts; and selecting Associate Editors. The editor also represents the journal on the GSA Publications Committee (two meetings per 
year) and must attend the E&EG Editorial Board meeting annually.

POSITION AVAILABLE


